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Abstract— An important problem in designing human-robot

systems is the integration of human intent and performance in

the robotic control loop, especially in complex tasks. Bimanual

coordination is a complex human behavior that is critical in

many fine motor tasks, including robot-assisted surgery. To

fully leverage the capabilities of the robot as an intelligent

and assistive agent, online recognition of bimanual coordination

could be important. Robotic assistance for a suturing task, for

example, will be fundamentally different during phases when

the suture is wrapped around the instrument (i.e., making a c-

loop), than when the ends of the suture are pulled apart. In this

study, we develop an online recognition method of bimanual

coordination modes (i.e., the directions and symmetries of

right and left hand movements) using geometric descriptors

of hand motion. We (1) develop this framework based on ideal

trajectories obtained during virtual 2D bimanual path following

tasks performed by human subjects operating Geomagic Touch

haptic devices, (2) test the offline recognition accuracy of bi-

manual direction and symmetry from human subject movement

trials, and (3) evalaute how the framework can be used to

characterize 3D trajectories of the da Vinci Surgical System’s

surgeon-side manipulators during bimanual surgical training

tasks. In the human subject trials, our geometric bimanual

movement classification accuracy was 92.3% for movement

direction (i.e., hands moving together, parallel, or away) and

86.0% for symmetry (e.g., mirror or point symmetry). We also

show that this approach can be used for online classification of

different bimanual coordination modes during needle transfer,

making a C loop, and suture pulling gestures on the da Vinci

system, with results matching the expected modes. Finally,

we discuss how these online estimates are sensitive to task

environment factors and surgeon expertise, and thus inspire

future work that could leverage adaptive control strategies to

enhance user skill during robot-assisted surgery.

I. INTRODUCTION

To fully capitalize on recent advances in robot sensing
and control in teleoperated or wearable robotic systems,
there is a critical need for effective methods to model the
human as part of the collective co-robotic system. A key
part of modeling a human operator is predicting operator
intent and quantifying how the operator is using the system.
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Fig. 1: Bimanual tasks, such as surgical knot tying, are composed of
many distinct motions for each hand. For example, looping suture
requires hands moving together with point symmetry, while pulling
suture to form a knot requires hands moving apart in a mirrored
fashion. Integrating recognition of these bimanual coordination
modes could improve the design of assistive teleoperated robots.

Online prediction of these characteristics would enable new
methods to enhance user performance during robot use. In
addition, the use of robotic systems that are bimanual (i.e.,
allowing for the human to use both left and right hands to
operate the system), pose a considerable challenge to filling
this gap in knowledge. There are several important examples
of bimanual robots including rehabilitation devices, such as
exoskeletons and manipulandums, intended to enhance or
retrain individuals to a level of motor function necessary for
activities of daily living (ADL). Surgical robots also require
highly complex bimanual skills to perform surgical tasks
safely and effectively. Accurately modeling surgeon biman-
ual coordination in robotic surgery is critical for skill assess-
ment and especially important when developing objective
credentialing protocols (e.g., surgical residency programs,
clinical adoption of new robotic techniques, etc.) [1]–[6].

In the literature, human movement for a task is often
decomposed into subtasks, sometimes called gestures or
“movemes”. For example, in a drawing exercise, uniman-
ual movements were segmented and classified into three
movemes as reaching, drawing, or circling [7]. In another
study, three different surgical tasks (knot tying, needle pass-
ing, and suturing) recorded in the JHU-ISI Gesture and Skill
Assessment Working Set (JIGSAWS) were decomposed into
15 distinct gestures noted as “surgemes” [8]–[11]. These
decomposition methods have been used to automate gesture
recognition using predictive models like Continuous Hidden
Markov Models, Gaussian Mixture Models, and various
machine learning models [12]–[14]. With these predictive
models, when a prior subtask is recognized, the current
subtask can be more easily predicted and a device designer
has the ability to provide augmented feedback to the user.



There is a tremendous body of work devoted to the analy-
sis of data for the purpose of skill evaluation as it relates to
surgical tasks and gestures [15]. While the ability to reliably,
automatically, and objectively evaluate skill is invaluable,
many methods offer little to no analysis beyond a rating of
skill. This is a caveat of what is sometimes referred to as
a “black box” approach, especially when regarding machine
learning methods. There has been a recent push to include
information that would be meaningful for a trainee in order
to improve performance. Such information could enhance
training, feedback, and assistance if leveraged properly. One
study highlights portions of a task that contribute most to the
skill evaluation [16]. Another study uses semantic labels to
quantify surgical style [17].

From a different perspective, researchers studying motor
control have long produced studies with respect to assessing
human movement [18], [19]. In the case of bimanual motion,
many of these studies decompose movements into somewhat
subjective spatio-temporal classifications [20]. This type of
classification can be used across all bimanual tasks and is
not dependent on the task performer. These studies have
influenced many other studies on rehabilitation and athletics
that seek to determine optimal training methods [21]. More
recently, robotics, like upper limb exoskeletons, have been
used to aid these training efforts [22], [23]. However, the
ambiguity of definitions in prior literature and across disci-
plines hinders the advancement of tools for assessment and
assistance of bimanual coordination training [20]. Also, no
method for online recognition of spatial bimanual coordina-
tion modalities currently exists, to the best of our knowledge.
Such a method is necessary to better design teleoperated
robots for safe and effective bimanual control.

To bridge the gap between human movement and motor
control fields of research and robotics, the purpose of our
study was to 1) develop an online recognition method of
bimanual coordination modes (i.e., bimanual direction and
symmetry) using geometric descriptors based on cursor tra-
jectories obtained during virtual 2D bimanual path following
tasks completed by humans operating Geomagic Touch hap-
tic devices, 2) test offline recognition accuracy of bimanual
direction and symmetry during these trials, and 3) compare
how the framework transfers to 3D trajectories of the da
Vinci Surgical System’s end-effectors during bimanual robot-
assisted surgical-training tasks. These goals were performed
to enable innovative robotic systems that are capable of
providing online feedback to the human operator during a
task. We feel an important contribution of the current study
is the technique used for recognition of bimanual human
movement using a geometric characterization that can be
implemented in real-time in a bimanual robotic system to
distinguish between a variety of specific coordination modes.
As noted, While many options exist for the classification of
bimanual movements, we focus on types of direction (i.e.,
hands moving together, in parallel, or away from each other),
and types of symmetry (e.g., mirrored, point symmetry,
not symmetric, etc.), and base this recognition purely on
geometrical properties of left and right bimanual motion.

TABLE I: Notation for Recognition of Bimanual Coordina-
tion Modes

Notation Definition

L, R related to left or right hand, respectively
f bimanual coordination metric
T classification threshold

Dir related to bimanual direction modality
Sym related to bimanual symmetry modality
Mir related to mirror symmetry
Pt related to point symmetry
Vis related to visual symmetry
⌧k kth time parameter of movement from 0 to 1
M onset of classification prediction

II. METHODS
A. Definitions of Bimanual Coordination

Bimanual movements are discrete trajectories from one
position to another involving both hands. These trajectories
are described by two sets of ordered points in Cartesian
space, one for left and right hand each.
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Due to the variance in trajectory lengths and density of

sampled points along trajectories of bimanual movements,
paths must be normalized to ensure an unbiased analysis.
We accomplish this by interpolating the sampled point sets
to create equally spaced points pij arranged as row vectors
in matrices, CL and CR, of length, n.
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The choice of n and point spacing will affect the analysis
of the movements, so they should be chosen based on
workspace size, position sensor resolution, and number of
sampled points. Using these normalized sets of ordered
points, the segments of bimanual movements may further
be analyzed using following characteristics.

1) Direction: Types of direction for a bimanual move-
ment include moving together (! ), parallel (!!), or
away ( !). The type of direction of a discrete bimanual
movement can be distinguished by the Euclidean distance
between successive points as denoted by fDir.

dj =
��plj � prj

��
2

(3)

fDirj = dj � dj�1 (4)

If the Euclidean distance of successive points is monoton-
ically decreasing, the direction is together; if it is monoton-
ically increasing, the direction is away; and if the distance
remains constant, the direction is parallel. Note that a move-
ment may change direction during its execution.
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Fig. 2: Examples of types of symmetry of 2D bimanual movements,
including mirrored, point, visual, and incongruent.

2) Symmetry: Symmetry of a bimanual movement may
be described as mirror symmetric, point symmetric, visual
symmetric, or incongruent (Fig. 2). Symmetry of bimanual
movements requires point to point comparison of the right
and left hand point sets because in the ideal cases of sym-
metry, one set of points can be equal to a scaled, translated,
or rotated equivalent of the other set,

CL = bCRQ+ v (5)

In equation 5, b is a scaling factor, Q is an orthogonal
reflection and rotation matrix, and v is a translational com-
ponent. Types of symmetry are discerned by rotation and
reflection component Q. Mirror symmetry is a Householder
reflection, so Q = I�2qqT where kqk = 1. Point symmetry
is defined by a point reflection, Q = �I . Visual symmetry
is simply a translation of one point set to another with no
rotation, Q = I . Finally, incongruent bimanual movements
are those such that no transformation described by Eqn. 5.

Combinations of types of direction and symmetry are
referred to hereafter as bimanual motion modes. Particular
bimanual motion modes are impossible due to definition
constraints. This includes unit scaled movement with visual
symmetry and direction type together or away. By definition,

CL = CR + v (6)

therefore,
dj =

��plj � prj

�� = v 8j (7)

fDirj = dj � dj�1 = 0 (8)

Thus, we can use the direction of a movement to help
identify its symmetry.

B. Bimanual Coordination Recognition
1) Problem Statement: For the purposes of recognizing

coordination in human movement data, we must consider a
noisy version of the point matrices,

eCi = Ci + wi (9)

where wi is a noise matrix and Ci is the underlying
movement with ideal direction and symmetry types. Due to
the additive noise, evaluation of fDir requires a hysteresis
band, (�TDir,+TDir), to discern the types of direction. The
threshold TDir is chosen in accordance with the work space
and number of sampled points. For sections or the entirety
of a movement, the median of fDir is taken.

In order to predict types of symmetry of human bimanual
movements, we use a modified Procrustes analysis. Pro-
crustes analysis uses minimization techniques to determine
the best transformation from one point set to another via the
following equation [24].

min
b,Q,v

��� eCL � b eCRQ+ v

���
F

(10)

Equation 10 may return any fitting orthogonal Q. However,
we are interested in specific forms of symmetry, so our
modified version limits Q to three options defined by the
types of symmetry. Also, since our only concern is Q, we
can reduce Eqn. 10 further.

fSym = min
Q

��� eC0L � eC0RQ

���
F
:

Q = I,�I, I � 2qqT

kqk = 1

(11)

In the above, point sets have been normalized to be zero
mean with a norm of one, i.e. kC0kF = 1. Equation
11 produces a scalar, which we label fSym, that may be
thought of as a goodness-of-fit measure for the respective
transformation. For ideal cases of symmetry, fSym is zero,
and incongruent bimanual trajectories will have fSym with
range (0, 2]. From this we can discern the type of symmetry
from given movement data.

Due to the minimization, in non-ideal cases of bimanual
symmetry as measured from human generated trajectories,
fSym tends to be minimized with mirror symmetry (Q =
I � 2qqT ) regardless of the underlying symmetry. We can
model the problem as follows,

fSym = min
Q
kC0L � C0RQ+ wkF (12)

where we have grouped the left and right noise terms, leaving
underlying symmetric point matrices C0L and C0R. If the
problem is split relative to the types of symmetry,

fMir = min
q

��� eC0L � eC0R(I � 2qqT )
���
F
:

kqk = 1
(13)

fPt =
��� eC0R + eC0L

���
F

(14)

fV is =
��� eC0R � eC0L

���
F

(15)



we can see that extracting the noise term from C0L, C0R,
and minimization variable q in Eqn. 13 is not possible. Thus,
the noise is included in computing a minimal fMir. If we
assume that there exists underlying symmetry in eC0L and
eC0R, then Eqn. 13 can be reduced to

fMir =
r
2� 2tr( eCT

0L
eC0R) + 4min

q
qT eCT

0L
eC0Rq (16)

The solution to Eqn. 16 becomes a well-known quadratic
minimization problem with the solution related to the mini-
mum eigenvalue of eCT

0L
eC0R. For 2-dimensional point sets,

fMir =
p
2(1� �max + �min) (17)

where �max and �min are the maximum and minimum
eigenvalues of eCT

0L
eC0R. As movements of non-mirror type

symmetry become more linear, this measure diminishes,
which becomes a problem when trying to distinguish be-
tween mirror symmetric movements and non-mirror symmet-
ric movements. Therefore, we must filter out cases of point
and visual symmetry first.

For movements that are not point symmetric, fPt tends
toward 2. For example, take a visual symmetric movement
with negligible noise, i.e. C0L = C0R.

fPt = k2C0RkF = 2 kC0RkF = 2 (18)

The same occurs for movements that tend away from an
underlying visual symmetry and fV is. However, due to noise,
we need to determine what the expected value of fPt and
fV is are when the underlying symmetry is point and visual,
respectively. By assuming the underlying symmetry is either
point or visual, we can compute the expected value for fPt

and fV is to be

E[fSym] = E[kwkF ] = E[
q
trace(wwT )] (19)

Assuming w is populated by i.i.d. zero-mean normal
random variables with variance �

2
w means that fSym for

underlying symmetry types point and visual is a Chi-
distributed random variable with mean µ = �w

p
2�((np +

1)/2)/�(np/2) and variance �
2 = �

2
wnp � µ

2. Here, the
mean and variance are dependent on the gamma function
with degrees of freedom np, such that n is the number
of points and p is the dimension. Over the course of a
trajectory np grows to be quite large, so we can use Sterling’s
approximation to estimate the mean as

µ ⇡ �w

p
np� 1(1� 1

4np
) (20)

and the variance as

�
2 ⇡ �

2
w
(np� 1)

2np
(21)

Just as with direction, we create thresholds, TPt and TV is

to choose the classification. First, we normalize the symmetry
metric by dividing by

p
np� 1(1� 1

4np ). Then, we choose
thresholds based on the approximated mean and variance for
samples of a given task.
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Fig. 3: Decision flow diagram for predicting bimanual coordination
modes with respect to direction and symmetry.

After filtering out point and visual symmetries, we need
to distinguish between mirror symmetric and incongruent
movements. The expected value and variance for fMir as-
suming a mirrored movement are far more complex because
of the minimization. Thus, it is more convenient to take
a similar approach to that of point and visual symmetries.
Therefore, we similarly normalize fMir by dimension and
number of points and choose TMir from the mean and
variation of a sample of movements.

2) Decision Flow: From the definitions, metrics, and
subsequent properties of the proposed method, we can devise
an sequence to optimally distinguish bimanual coordination
modes (Fig. 3). First, sampled position data is parsed for
movement onset. Then, it is filtered and sorted into equidis-
tant point matrices. Point sets may also be centered and
normalized at this time. Next, the metric for type of direction
is computed, and the type of direction is estimated. Then,
depending on the type of direction, symmetry metrics are
computed. Finally, the type of symmetry is estimated based
on the normalized symmetry metric.

Note that for this framework to be implemented online, a
minimum of three sampled data points is required and the
complexity is O(p3) due to the calculation of eigenvalues. If
we limit p to a small number of dimensions, as is often the
case, the complexity becomes O(n). For reasonable values
of n, modern systems are capable of computing these metrics
in near-real time.

C. Experimental Data
The data used for validation in this study consists of

1150 unique trajectories from a 2D data set as recorded
during a bimanual path following experiment that includes
11 subjects [25]. Subjects followed pre-determined paths
generated in accordance to the different types of bimanual
movement coordination modes. Position data were recorded
at 500 Hz. For this set, used a moving average filter with
window of 0.05 seconds. In this set there is an ideal path
(objective ground truth) from which we can determine noise
variance �w and choose optimal thresholds. Trials with fSym

greater than three scaled median absolute deviation from the
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Fig. 4: Distribution of fSym as computed from movements of the
2D bimanual path following task split such that movements with the
true underlying symmetry are grouped in blue bins. (a) demonstrates
how movements with underlying point and visual symmetry need to
be tested for first because the calculation of fMir for all symmetry
types is minimized so they become indistinguishable. In (b) and
(c) there is clear distinction between movements with underlying
point and visual symmetry and other symmetries or incongruent
movements for fPt and fV is.

median of trials with the same ground truth symmetry were
removed as outliers. Trials with ground truth incongruent
symmetry such that the ideal trajectory had fSym less than
the chosen symmetry thresholds were also removed. The
direction threshold band for this set was chosen as TDir =
±0.15mm. Symmetry thresholds were chosen as TMir =
0.0096, TPt = 0.00125 of, and TMir = 0.00141. These
thresholds were chosen using statistical methods. Accuracy
was calculated on a per trial basis comparing the predicted
bimanual coordination mode to the ground truth of the ideal
trajectory.

We used a second 3D data set to prove the applicability
and importance of this method. This data set is known
as JIGSAWS, and which includes examples of 3 realistic
surgical gestures, transferring needle (n = 173), making C
loop (n = 53), and pulling suture (n = 61), from 8 subjects
[10], [11]. Gestures were grouped to analyze their relation
to bimanual motion modes. Each segment of a gesture was
trimmed and split automatically into instances of bimanual
motion using a precise movement onset detection method
[26]. Only bimanual movements where both hands were
moving simultaneously were included. This set’s position
data were recorded at 30 Hz. For this set, we tuned the
moving average filter window to 0.1 seconds and TDir to
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Fig. 5: Confusion matrices for bimanual coordination mode predic-
tion of (a) direction and (b) symmetry types as compared to ground
truth trajectories, post-movement of 2D bimanual path following
trials.
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Fig. 6: Bimanual coordination mode recognition for an instance
of making a C loop with (a) video capture, (b) 3 dimensional
position plots of the left and right hand, and (c) direction, fDir ,
and (d) symmetry metrics, fMir , fPt, and fV is computed over
parametrized time of the movment. This example has a bimanual
coordination mode of direction type together and point symmetry.

±0.1 mm. The symmetry thresholds were set at TSym =
TMir = TPt = TV is = 0.06. These thresholds were chosen
through generalization of the 2D case to 3D and hand tuning,
however, the mathematical framework did not change. Gen-
eralization was done by normalizing the computed symmetry
metrics with respect to number of points and dimension,
as noted previously. Hand tuning was done by viewing the
distributions, similar to Fig. 4, for samples of select gestures.
This is a recognized limitation of this study.

III. RESULTS
For the 2D path following task, trials took a mean time

of 1.501 seconds and a median time of 1.418 seconds to
complete. Computed symmetry metrics yielded distributions
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Fig. 7: Bimanual coordination mode recognition for an instance
of suture pulling with (a) video capture, (b) 3 dimensional position
plots of the left and right hand, and (c) direction, fDir , and (d) sym-
metry metrics, fMir , fPt, and fV is computed over parametrized
time of the movment. This example has a bimanual coordination
mode of direction type away and starts as mirror symmetry then
changes to point symmetry.

of fSym as shown in Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation
after normalization for fMir was 0.00458 and 0.00268, for
fPt was 0.0056 and 0.00317, and for fV is was 0.00632 and
0.00351, respectively. Using fPt and fV is, we determined
the approximate standard deviation of noise, �w, to be
0.006 for this task. The overall recognition accuracy for
direction was 92.3% with individual accuracies of 94.2%
for together, 87.6% for parallel, and 94.1% for away (Fig.
5 (a)). The overall accuracy for symmetry was 86.0% (Fig.
5 (b)). Individual types of symmetry were recognized with
accuracies of 83.7% for mirror, 96.4% for point, 97.0% for
visual, and 33.9% for incongruent.

For the 3D surgical robotic tasks, the predicted bimanual
motion modes of completed movements of surgical gestures
are summarized in Table II. The majority of transferring
needle movements have bimanual coordination mode with
direction of together and mirror symmetry (50%). Many
others have symmetry type incongruent (20%) or point
(15%). The majority of making C loop movements have
direction together with symmetry type mirror (34%) or
incongruent (31%). Only 12% of making C loop gestures
had symmetry type point. For pulling suture movements, the
majority have bimanual coordination mode away and point
(46%) or mirror symmetry (23%). Bimanual coordination
modes of surgical movements were able to be predicted
within 250 milliseconds.

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to develop an online
recognition method of bimanual coordination modes (i.e.,
bimanual direction and symmetry) using geometric descrip-
tors of left and right upper limb motion. We developed
this framework based on trajectories obtained during virtual
2D bimanual path following tasks completed by humans
operating haptic devices. We tested the offline recognition
accuracy of bimanual direction and symmetry during these
trials, and compared how the framework transfers to 3D
trajectories of the da Vinci Surgical System’s surgeon-side
manipulators during bimanual surgical training tasks. The
recognition method presented in this study had high accuracy
for all direction types and symmetric bimanual movements.
Note that these accuracies indicate the statistical significance
of computed metrics (Fig. 4) for this data set. The confusion
of recognizing incongruent movements that we observed in
the 2D tasks could be attributed to movement coupling.
Humans have a natural tendency to couple their movements,
so the actual measured movements may have deviated from
the incongruent ground truth trajectories to trajectories that
were symmetric [27], [28].

Our results which showed how classifying bimanual mo-
tion during robot-assisted surgical taks were found to be
fairly intuitive regarding the predicted bimanual directions.
To transfer a needle or make a c loop, one needs to bring the
hands together. Pulling a suture involves the hands moving
away to tighten the suturing thread. Surprisingly, very few
movements during “making a c loop” gestures had point
symmetry. In order to make the loop, one has to wrap thread
with one tool in a spiral motion around the other. We suggest
the discrepancy here may be due to two reasons. The first is
that the spiraling wrap may be captured better in the rotation
of the wrists than in the position data. Second, the majority of
the beginning of the movement may be point symmetric, but
finished as incongruent, and we have reported the predictions
for the fully completed movement.

Another important consideration is that each gesture con-
tains variability regarding bimanual coordination modes.
Some movements of needle transfer and suture pulling are
also parallel. Some of this variability comes from extraneous
movements made during a gesture that were picked up by the
movement detection method that we used. Such extraneous
movements may also be indicative of perfomance during
the task. However, the variability in bimanual coordination
modes may also be attributed to the environment. We ex-
pected to see most suture pulling movements to be mirror
symmetric, but more were point symmetric. From Fig. 6 (a)
and 7 (a), we can see that there is a tube blocking the right
tool from pulling the thread in a mirror symmetric fashion.
Operators adapted their movements to go over this tube,
thereby making the movement point symmetric. This is ev-
idence that there are different bimanual coordination modes
used to accomplish the same gestures. A closer look at the
correlation of task performance and bimanual coordination
modes has the potential to improve our understanding of how



TABLE II: Surgical Task Bimanual Analysis Results

Surgical Gesture Transfering Needle Making C Loop Pulling Suture

Together Parallel Away Together Parallel Away Together Parallel Away
Mirror 94 9 7 20 3 3 15 1 19
Point 28 2 0 3 3 1 1 0 39
Visual 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

Incongruent 38 4 6 18 5 2 3 1 2

a task may best be performed.
For trials that were correctly classified in the 2D bimanual

path following data set, the time to predict the movements’
bimanual coordination mode (on the order of hundreds of
milliseconds) compared to the time of movement was short
enough that the prediction could be integrated into the control
of a robotic system. We suggest the most important benefit
of this study is the ability to predict coordination as it
evolves over time. Movements may change direction or
symmetry type as they are performed, as indicated by Fig.
6 and Fig. 7. Our proposed and tested method would allow
for the visualization and integration of those changes in a
robotic system, which if leveraged properly may improve
performance. One method to do so would be in the form
of haptic force feedback. For teleoperated systems such as
the da Vinci Surigcal System, there exists an opportunity
to push users toward skillful types of coordination that are
found in expert users, or to push them away from idealized
trajectories through error amplification so that users can learn
to be skillful in more challenging environments.

There are a few limitations of this study, such as the ex-
clusion of other characterizations of bimanual movement that
could also be important, depending on a given application.
These include the number of targets, scaling, sequence, and
temporal classifications (e.g. phase of cyclical motions) of
bimanual motion [20], [29]. In addition, the selection of
the thresholds when generalizing the method to different
tasks requires some manual tuning using statistical methods
dependent on the task and sampled set. One explanation of
this result is that different tasks could require different noise
characterizations. Another explanation is that overfitting of
the first data set may have contributed to difficulty in general-
izing. A study involving physical neuroscience methods that
look at processes and activation of the brain during bimanual
motion may help in determining appropriate thresholds for
labeling movements, especially with regards to symmetry.
We suggest observing the effects of performing movements
with varying degrees of symmetry and direction (i.e., varying
fSym) on cognitive processes would be beneficial, as done
similarly in a prior study [30].

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we demonstrate ability to recognize biman-

ual coordination modes from human movement trajectories
using purely geometric features. This development may well
integrate with the control system of a co-robotic systems,
such as an upper-limb rehabilitation or surgical robots, for
augmenting performance due to a fast computation time. We
have also shown the variablity of movements in realistic

tasks as related to bimanual coordination modes, thus noting
the importance of this kind of classification in bimanual
movement analysis, especially as it relates to surgical skill
assessment. We believe that this study has the potential to
impact how humans are modeled in human-machine systems,
particularly those that can provide feedback, as well as
how human bimanual motions are modeled in general. We
also expect that this approach will facilitate the opportunity
to provide meaningful feedback with sufficient temporal
resolution.

In future work, we intend to explore automated methods
for tuning thresholds in the method presented in this paper so
that it is more easily applicable across tasks. We also plan
to incorporate other classifications of bimanual movement,
such as number of targets, scaling, and sequence, and look
at various forms of feedback during movement to observe
how it affects training of fine, bimanual motor skills.
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